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I?lexihleBad for Tr~ci~g.

A thin, flexible, elastic metal band of constant section, bent,
.–

as ShO??TI~il Fig. 1, by tiaeaction of two forces f applied to the

extremities and of two moments m, undergoes at any point p, a

“bendingmoment of

M= Zll+fyl= f(hl+y)=fy (28)

in which y~ indicates the height of point P above point A; ZIJ

a constant height; and Y the theoretical height at which the force

f should act, if it alone were to crea-te the bending moment M at

point p.

By putting

substituting in equation (28) the value of M given by equation

’29), we obtain:

T y“~= ctinst. (30)

‘:hich,isequation (9) of the lythenary.

This signifies tins%the band takes on the shape of the imponder–

-,blehull.

By utilizing this property, CO1. Crocco built a device for trac=

ing the shape of hulls. (See Crocco: lJRendicontiEsperienze e Studio

!Iello Stabilmento Costruzioni Aeronautiche, n vol. III, 1914.)

,. ..!lTtis based primaril~ on the observation that equation (29) is

:]otdependent on the particular form and flexibility of the band

..sed.,because for similar forms, the force f, which it is necessary

. ,,.. ... ,.— ,---- ...... ...... .,!- 1. 1.
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--i--~o introduce, is itself proportional to the product E J. It is there-

ore sufficient to em-ployany kind of band or strip or wire, provided
.
!t is homogeneous and of ccnstant section and highly flexible in the

._-ensethat in bending it, the elastic limit of the material be not ex-

ceeded, its dimensions and modulus of elasticity counting for little.

Ilsecondly,the device is based on the principle tlnatit is un-

necessary to know the force f, “outoi~lyinitially, the position of

the plane of equipressure, that is, the distance y, measured from a

well-determined point of the curve, w’nere said force is acti-ng.

IIIn view of this, the device was obtained by connecting to the

ends of the flexible band IWO wooden rods or metal tubes fi’rtedv~ith

adjustable connections permitting the angle F, between the direction

of the band at the point of attachment and that of the rod at the same

point, to be varied. Furthermore, two xunners C, united by an ar-

ticulated joint s, are fitted to the two rods (Fig* 2)-

IIAfew small pulle~vs ‘> support the weight of the device and

enable smooth running. The flexible band is graduated in millimeters.

The weight of the device may also be sustained by hinging the joints

p and Q to,fixed supForts.
1
\ llAfte~the position of the rod a> is fixed, the next important
i

operation is setting the two rods a aildb, perfectly parallel, which

is accomplished by adjusting the tmo attachments.
---------

11The procedure is as follows:

3.) The attachments are fixed at a distance corresponding, in the

scale of the draft, to the desired length of the hull section, which
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is included be tv?eev-the two fixed points A B, ‘bb.~@il@, v.’hichthe

curve must pass. Othezwise, two indexes of any kind are marked at

the ends of said length, mea:ured on the graduated baad.

2) The positions of the poiilts P and Q, located on the plane

sf equipressure and of whit’nthe distance from each

as well as their distance respectively

fixed on the rOdS.

3) The screws of the attachments

from points

are adjusted

a~e parallel and the curve passes through the fixed

otli~r is known,

A and B, are

until the rods

points A and-B.

lrIn this way, the device remains in equilibrium as a result of

the single force (u.nknomn)acting between points P and Q, and thus

corresponds exactly to the equations established.11

Tracj.ngof the GoTes.— .— ——

The surface of %n ai~ship hull can not be developed into a

~lane. Therefore, for the purposes of,const~uction of a hull, said

surface must be replaced by other surfaces ~hich may be developed

a,ndwhich so c’loselyapproach the o~iginal surface that, when the

hull is inflated, the shape is almost perfect.

The wrface lines will meet in curves correspoilding to the lon–

rritudinal seams of the fabric.b It is evident, therefore, that the

iength of two adjacent edges of two partial surfaces in contact

with each other, must be equal.
.

The methods’for determining the resolution of the hull into el–

enents capable of development, are: /

i
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a) Rf3SOlUti On into
longitudinal

b) Resolution into

~gres along the meridians, ‘thatis, ,along
geodetic lines;

inscriUed. CiYc’zmscribed. or median cones.
that is,

. > —.
into paraliel zones;

c) Resolution into ‘transverse geodetic zor.es.

The method of development along loi@tudi nai geod.etic 1ines

consists in tracing on the hull a certain number of meridians, pos-

sibly at equal angular dista-nces from each other, and passing

through the pointp of variation of form of the section. In this

way, the same number of gores is obtained as the number of meridi-

ans traced. Each gore of the hull is then replaced by the surface

which i’sobtained by shifting longitudi-naily “a stxaight line, which,

being tangential to the hull and invariably parallel to itself,

runs along the meridian at right angles. consequently, for each

gore, a surface, susceptiblee of developcnt into a plane, is ob-

tained, possessing almost in every case an axis of symmetry which

is equal to the length of the meridian, said surface being bounded

by two cumes.

lf the mezidian cunre oi the hull has the eq-~tion

y= f(x)

and if a certain portion of the hull se.otionhas n identical

gores, the semi-width h, of each gore, in correspondence with the

parallel of the abscissas x and the ordinates Y, will invaria-

bly have the form
..

h=+ f(x) (37)

in which A is a numerical factor, depending on the form of the

. . . . . ..---..—-—.. ——



contour of -thesection on which the gores mst lie, and n

smallest integral -rnmbei-,as defined b-y

in which L is the width of the fabric to ‘bsemployed

value of x corresponding to the main cross--sectiGn.

The abscissa S, corresponding to a given ~a~ue

ordinate of the gore, is

/

—.— —-.
~=ysds=jx 1 i-f1(x)2ux

o 5

and

i’

is the

(38)

xl the

h of the

(39)

The method indicated above, for calculating ordinates ,aridab-

scissas of every gwre, is very simple and may alwe,ysbe applied to”

hulls, the meridians of which may be fo~mulated mathematically,

and also to hulls the meridians of which can be determj.nedexperi-

mentally. In the la’tter case, it is sufficieiltto substitute y.

for f(x) and.the + sign for the { in ‘~heabcve and fGllowing

1,f
;.
‘i

:,\, i
In progressing fzom the main cross-section towarcL the bow and

f,~’,

1[

!
[~\ stern, the value of y decreases aild,Consequently also that of

~$::n . In order, therefore, to avoid too close seams at the elidsof the
/!?

~i’ hull, ,it is expedient aftex the section, KEe a“oscissaof ~hich is “
/u;

~~/

1

x, is reached, to decrease the numbe~ of -theseams, so that
,’.’k,,1
~) ,1 (x)aL>b’&- (40)—
!
II~(,
‘jI in which. a and b are integ~al ncmbers -

[~:
‘II

L-._.— ..—-..-—.——.
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S@.table solutions are obtainet.by assuming a = 2 and b = 3,

CT

-the

a=l and. b= 2, and by reducing t)h.e seams at the eildsof.,, , .,,.,

hull by using the cr>vlxln?.;;ionof t’netwc)soiuticns proposed.

The reduction in the nu:~lberof seams (frcm a nuuioe~of gores n

to a smaSler number) is effected, so that the seams do not all coin-

cide with the same parallel. Tt is b e%%er that tiney be given an

alternate arrangement, as shown in Fig. 3, where the gores have been

traced with equal width for the sake of clearness.

In passing from a given number of gores to a smaller number,

we find that, theoretically, their tracing, as ind-icatedabove, is

not suitable, because the fabric would overlap at certain PO intsS

while it would be to-tallyla,clzingat other poi-nts. Hence the con-

ception that the tra,cInq should be made by subs%ituting, for the

ordinates h a-ridfor tineaxis of tinea,bscissa,s S, segments of a

circle h in len~th, the center Gf mhicn, hcwever, is located on

the axis of the S, with a radius equal to the length of the tan-

.gelltSto file meridian cuyve included betwaen the point of contact

and the longitudinal axis of the airship.

Theoretically, this is exact, but it would entail considerable

difficulty in drafting. On the other hand, this disadvantage is not

encountered in practice and, consequ~ntly~ the above--mentioned

;nethod of tracing holds.
.,,

Around the drawing of the gore, described above,” it is necessa-

ry to leave an additional strip> one-half the width of the fabric,

for the seams

.. -—- ... . .. ,.— .,- .,-. ,,—— .....——-—
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Ir.practice>, the tracing of tineg~res is mat~ by tin soldering

a.-steel wire @“~5to 1 mm in diameter to a piece of zinc sheet of

suitable dimensions, alGr.gtb.ecWVe S determined as ak,eve. ‘1’he
.

fabric is then stretched on tinemetal s’neetp~epared in this WLy.

By using a smoke-covered zoner, the fabr5.c is then marked in coTre-

spai]dencewith the curve alon,g

sewed.

The abscissas s for the

which the fabric ,has to be cut and

composition of the various gores and

parts, as well as the other reference points considered necessary,

are also marked on the zinc sheet.

The method of development into parallel zones consists in tracin{

on the surface of tliehull a certain nu:flberof parallels a-ridin con-

sidering the fabric rings included between two consecutive parallels

as susceptible of d.evelopplent. This is tan”bameunt to su”bstititing

for the hull surface the su~f.acesof a number of cones$ the vertex-

es of which are located or.the longitudinal axis of tineairship at

the points where ‘saidaxis is ir.tersectedb.y tk,e strai,ghtline join-

ing the points in which the two parallels under considezation cut

the meridian, or at the pcints where said axis is intersected by

the tangents to the median element of the meridiariincluded between

the two parallels, CT again, where it is ir.tersectedby a straight
..
line between the two former lines. Co-nsequently, three different., .,

methods are available for this development.

The zone of conical surface thus obtained may be developed into

a plane. The two para%lels bounding this zone, are circles or
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curves easy of determination and depending or.the shape of ‘~hesec–

‘Lion.

The parallels must be selected sufficiently close to one an-

other so that the arc of the meridian iriclucledbetween them may be

replaced by a se~gmentof a strai@.t line.

This method is advantaEeolls, when the hull is ~~holly a figure

of revolution=

If the equation of the meridian is ‘

‘y= f(x)

the angle a between the axis of rotation and the tangent to the

meridian in a point the abscissa of which is x, is

tan a = f’ (x)

the anqle a betw-een the axis of rotation and the chord of the arc

of the meridian, as cliaracterizedby the -points x arid x + dx, is:

tan a = m+ dx) - f (x)
ax ‘—

The length of the generatrix of the cone’included between the

vertex and the generairix of contact on the hull, or the parallel

correspondin~ to x,

and in developing the

circle with which the

tion of the cone with

will be:

~=f(x)
s$.n a

(41)

cone in a plane; -R is the radius of the

w,edianparallel or the

the hull surface (that

cle of the extended zone) will bs developed-

parallel of iiltersec-

is, the internal cir-
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In the first case, the seini-vidtlnof the zone will be

h=rtane (42)

where r is the radii.~sof tinemeridian curve a-~the point of contact

and a the angle measured at the center of the osculatory circle

corresponding to the external anrles of’the arc of the meridian be-

tween the two successive parallels.

in the second case, the width of the zone will be:

2 h.= ‘x (43)
cos a

The problem is thus reduced merely to tracing arcs of circles.

The tracing of the arcs for the outline of -theelements near-

est the pole, entails no special difficulty, if an extension compass

is used. But when the radius exceeds 4 meters, it is impossible to

continue mith this system, both o-nacco-~ntof practical difficul-

ties and of the inevitable inaccuracy .. Recourse is therefore had

toan indirect method based o-nthe principle that the geometrical

locus of ail points which, joined.to two fixed points, form a con-

stant angle, is a circle. coilseq~lently, if it is desired to trace

the arc AIBICl of radius R and underlying chord 2 cl, it is”’

sufficient to employ two rods, one pa ~sing constantly through A ~

and the other throu~h El, and determine the point of their inter-

section so that oc is perpendicular to the chord. By moving the

point of intersection, ~~hilemaintaining the rods passing consta-ntly

through AIBI , said point will describe the desired arc-

This procedure, however, would necessitatee varying tined-istance
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between the points Al and.B, , foi each arc, and modifying -tY.ein-

clination of the rods so that c iS such that Y,“-n=

A.B= 2x of any length, we are able to trace the same arc by taking

y= R-m

It is therefore, obvious that the operation may be simplified

by keeping the basis ‘2x constant and varying only the inclination

of the two rods according to the y calculated. According to the

principles set forth above, a practical device for drawing arcs of

great radius has been con@i~cted- (Fig. 4).

This device comprises:

a)

b)

c)

d)

By

A board AE3CDEF mitlna graduated reference line flf2
traced in its median axis. Along the side E5’ another
double qraduatiGn is marked, zero being located at the
point of intersection with ihe flfz i.ine;

Two :movable rods (a,~,az) carryinp a tracer at
crossing;

Two roller suppor~s ( ~1jr2 ) fixed to the board
1el to ~lleside EF and at a predetermined
2x from each other;

A square.

the point of

on a paral-
distance

means of straight lines passing through its ce-nter, the

zone developed, is divided into a number of’parts which are included

in the width of the fabric. The geometrical figures thus obtained

are cumilinear isosceles.trapezia.
... .

It is advisable to determine the imaximum length to be given to

one of the Darallel sides of the trapezium.
.

This length L is deter-—
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the fact that the radial f of the arc.forming the miilor

side, i-ncreasedby 2 h, mus‘tbe equa?-to the width of.,.

the fab~ic, that is,

f= L-2h,

and linelergth 2CI of tne chord of an arc 2 F,

vihichis R, is given by
—— .

c1 =
‘ ‘i” F = R JJ%#}

Consequently, the problem is completely solved.

(44)

the radius of

(45)

In seiningthe different conical rings together, it is better

for the seams cor~esponding to the straight sides of the trapezia to

be in zig-zag arrangement. In this vay a stronger and easier con-

struction is o’dta.ined.

The method of development into geode k?-czones consists in trac-

ing o-nthe surface a certain number”of ~eodetic curves arranged so

that they are tangential to the parailels at the point corresponding

to the extreme upper point of’Vneir vertical diamete~. This faCt

causes the ~eodetic lines .tO. be symmetrical on both sides with

respect to the vertical diametral plane of the airship. The geodet-

ic line of tilemain crGss-sect.ion cai-ncideswith the parallel= The

surface included betwsen the geodetic lines mill be replaced by the
...
developed surfaces”obtained as th~ geometrical locus of the curves

of the meridian arcs included between two successive qeodetic lines.
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Determination of the Compa~’ments..—__—. .—..— _

piaphragrls..-—.— —.

a cmp?.r-tment mu St be suc’n

deflate co~pletely, ‘~heaiI’S~Jipwill continue

that, ass-omingit to

to float. This means

that the lifting force corresponding to one compartment must be

less than the lightening which may be obtained- in a given airship,

taking into account the ballast, the lifting action of the entire

airship and the positj.ve thrust given by the ascensional propellers,

in case there are any.

The number of compartments is thereby determined. Furthermore,

if the axis of the hull is to remain horizontal or nearly so, it

will be necessary to let a ce~tai-namo-~ntof [;a.sescape from the

compartment w-nicb-is the farthest away from (and on the oppo site

side of) the center of gr?,~-itj~with i“espectto the compartrne-nt

which is deflating. Howeverj in this way, navigation would be ham-

pered by a series of drawbacks. 111?;ene~al,it is not best to de-

flate voluntarily the extreme com-partmlents. Al1 the compartments

could be reduced to o-ne---halfthe volumes determined above, but the

subdividing would b e too g~eat and the weight of the hull excessive.

This is remedied by raking the extreme compartments about half the

size of the central compartments. By skillful operatioil of the gas.

valves it is then possible to keep the axis of the airship nearly

horizontal ● Having determined the number of compartments and the

law of variation, the latter is plotted on a straight line paral-

,,, . .. . . - .,..—.-—.
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1s1 to the ozdi-natesof the integral curve of the volumes. By mea:m

of line”+> = Parallel to t-he.a~i.sof the abscissas, drawn Vhrough tile
:’

points indicating the law of variation, it is possible to d.etemi-ne

on the in’~egralcurve a nurcbe~of -points co ri-espoildingto the pOSi-

-~ioIISo f the d.iaphT~p711S.‘r-hese, however, may be slightly shifted.

-Let US nOVJconsider the ~liapeand the construction of the dia-

phragms. In discussin;qthe czoss-section of the imll, we stated

I

I t-natthis varies accordj.ng -iio the internal -pressure. The diaphragms,
I
\ which are continuous wall-sbetween one ,gzzscomp~rtment and the -next ,

i must permit such =~ariationof form, so as to prevent the hull from

( developing a number of humps and hollows from bow to &tern.

Hence the necessity fo~ the diaphragms to have such dimensions

that the sections of the hull for various degrees of inflation at

zero pressure or at the maxi.rfump~essure ~pportahle by the valves,

I

i
are contained in the s-~rfaceof the diaphragm. It is necessary,

1

1, however, that the diiner.sionsbe the smailest possible, in order to\

I prevent anY considers’ole silifti-neof the ce-ntralpart of the dia-
1

\,,
~ phraqm and consequent y dis-p~.acement of la:r~equantities of gas i“n

J

1

,: the bag. Notwithstanding this last consideratioil, the extended
\

periphery of the d.iaw-hragmis much 10riperthan the centOUT of t-ne
‘i

.>
,1

parallel section of the hull at the point ‘~Jh.erethe diaphragm is
~~

L
,,

sewe,d~
/
,i For attaching the diaplma~ms to the hull, it is customarY, in
1’

order to eliminate folds and wrinkling, after determining the minimum

dimensions of the diaphragm, to trace a curve of suitable form pass-

,.
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in-gthrough the separate POin-bsof

:?eLfand of such length tha-tit is

the contour of the diaphragm it-

shorter hy a certain quantity

equal to the peripheral extuncion of the section of the hull where

‘C;ae diaphragm

fabric in tile

of this strip

a.beve,aildits

must be sewed

is to be attached. On this curve is se~reda s-tripof

s’napeof the Ic,teral surface of a,cylinder. The width

is equal to the diste.-nce between the curves mentioned

free edge, whj.chis equal to the section of the hull,

to the envelope

The diaphragr~must be of light fabric, but slightiy impervious

to the gas, and cut lengthwise of the fabric. The strips forming

the d-iaphragmare seineduniformly one to the other, all being of the

,same vi dth ● They form an angle of 45° with the longitudi-naldiame-

tral vertical plane of the hull.

A

ing of

and of

s~hor-btime ago new tyrpesof diaphragm mere proposed, consis-b-

two panels of fabric set facing each other, impervious to gas

greate~ dimensions th&.n strictly necessary (as mention.ecle.hove

so that the pockets thus formed betvveen one compa.rtment a,nd-the next,.

;i~ould fu-nction as bailonets on being in.flated-with air. This solu-

tion, which is not the result of special exigencies, as, for iilstance

the :possibilityof dividing the hull into different parts, is not ad-

visable, notvlJithsta-ndingits inge-nio~>.sr.sss, because it conterrplates

only relatively smiallballon.ets. .On increasing tiaevolume of the

ballonets, large masses of gas would b e displaced in deflating, which

is alivayS very dangerous. Furthermore, the surface of the fabric in

contact with hydrogen is enorimOuslyi-ncreased, consequei~tly tile
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losses of this gas increase propo~tiona,tely. Lastly, this solution

does not result i-na li<~hter a,rra,nge-rnentthan the ordinary ballonet

and airskip with cliaphragms.

Suspension Catenaries.

The lifting force of hydrogen, distributed throughout the en-

tire hull according to a given law, produces a part of the tension in

the hull fabric. Due to the fact that the lifting force can be

utilized.only in certain conceiltzatedpoints, various assembly meth-

ods have been studied:

1) Designing the hull so that it will automat ica,lly concentratee

the lifting force of the gas at certain points;

2) Fitting the hull with a rigid element (keel) or a flexible

element (rope held by means of a special fabric panel) , which is

capable of concentrating the lifting force in two or more points ac-

cording to the type of coilstruction ad.o-~tedL.

If the element is rigid, it is subject to a bending stress act-

ing on the entire structure OT only on certain parts of it. If this

part is flexi’ole, the flection, entailed by the special type of sus-

pension in question, is supported by the hull. Said bending stress,

however, both in the case of the rigid and flexible eleiients,must

:aot be confused with that obtaining in tineentire suspensio-n system

in certain types of airshi;osand.~:Jhichwe shall discuss at -length in

another part of this volume. The bending stress is local for the

clement acted upon by the series of infinitesimal lifting forCes
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corresponding to t-hezone of the hull to which the element in ques-

tion is referred.

The effects of this be-~d.ingstress often assume big values, while

sometimes they are entirely negligible. This depends on the type of

.suspension ad-opted-.

The first system concenira,tes,independent y of the type ,0f sus-

pension, the lifting force at certain points of the hull and does not

produce secondary stresses.

This sys-bemis well adapted both for an ordinary

pensiOn and for a central suspension, as discussed in

bilate~e.1 sus-

the preceding

chapter. HoTITeVer>for the last mentioiled,certain loi(@tudinal

stresses in the clirectionof the hull axis, are net present and con-

sequently the problem is still fu~ther simplified.

We shall consider, in the projec-tio-n~f tileinflated hull on a.

vert ica.1plane passi-ng throu~h its loi~~itudina,laxis, an element the

base of which is dx and-on which a lifting force df is actiilg,

which force will be the difference between tke true lifti-ng

and the weight of the hull for the correspor_ding elementary

said force being applie~.at the center of the element dx.

forces are parallel. we shall combine n such, consecutive

force

zo-ne,

The df

forces hy

ineansof a connecting polygon. on the exterhal sides of this polygon

we find two forces, f~ and fii, the geometrical sum of Which is pre-
‘&

Ci sely ~~ ,,. n -..,., ,,,,.

f = < df.
1

If the connecting polygon is actually constructed with a ?ope, the
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f I a--d f l! will be found ~,tthe extremities of the rope. Should the

nd.f Correspoild to one of tb-ezones (r) into which we prevent ive?.y

d.ivide~!.the hull, ‘f$ and f! a,rethe s-~ressesa,bthe ends of the

l“op$. BY repeating the p~ocess for all the zones of the hull, the

WJm f: + fy is equal to the’available ,force.corresponding to-ev-T+ 1

exy section of the division, i~rhichfor the sake of simplicity, we

shall call a II-node.II

We note immediately that the f! -I-f;+ ~ may have any direction,

wlnichaffects the suspension, as we shall see later, when dealing

vith the suspension, by prod-ucing stresses in the direction of the “’

axis of the hull. A solution, however, may be found so that the hor-

izontal projec’~ion of fll= horizontal projection of f~l in which
r

case a constant compression from bow to stern is encountered, due to

the first fl and the last fll.

In the case of lateral suspension, the rope corresponding to the

connecting polygons will be in the air. Heilce it is expedient, in

order to avoid difficulty with regard to impermeability, for the rope

to be entirely located in tii~eair chamber, that is, for the series of

the vertices of the connecting polygons to be all located under the

projection of the meridian where the ballonet is attached. $wrther-

more, it is well for said points to lie on t’heprojection of a rflerid-

ia.nor on a conti-nuousline.

This’cbhdition, which annuls- equation (87), fully determines the

curve of conilection, because the positions of the nod-esare also ful-

ly established= The anti-pro jection of this curve is what must ac-

tually be u.sed on the hull. under the line of catenary suspensions

I
~.—
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there is still a quantity of gas, ai~ or

degree of inflation of the ballonet and,

20

hydrogen, a,ccording tw the

therefore, in o~der that said

gas may be con’ca,inedin the ballonet, the arcs of the catenary sus-

pensions are lined with light, impervious fabric. This fa’oric,when

the airship is under pressure, stretches and I.engthens after the mann-

er of a sail, with a consequent increase in the drag Of the airship.

In order that the increase be minimum, it is necessary to construct-

the catenaries

compressions.

mine the right

very I-ow,but this solution involves strong horizontal

Experience and tinetype of cons-truction will deter-

height fo~ the centenaries.

On observing the h~lllconstructed in this way, me note that the

fabric above tinelileridianem’oratingthe highest points of the Con-

necting curves, is continuous, while tinefabric under it is ilot.

Consequently, the axial tension of the bow is directly balanced ‘OY

that of ‘the stern in the upper part, while this is not the case for

the part under the meridian ment ioi~edabove. Consequently, the ac-

tion of the forces dT acting on the form of ~ne connecting C%rves,

must .also be taken into a,ccount. The value of.these forces dT is

perfectly determined, si-ncei’~depends on the dimensio-n d-s of the

element of the connecting curve, on its height with respect to the

lowest point of the hull and on the internal pressure .at -tlnatpoint.

i.->.... ., We shall no?J.de,al.with the method of determining the connecting

polygon in question. Let us consider the case in which”the dT

forces are zero. In this case, we are confronted with only the vez-

tical forces having the same sign. A and B (pig. 5) are assumed

I
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to be two consecutii~enode’sof the WI% and, therefore, to fozm pa~t

of the same zone or co~artrfient. All~If~ ~ is the loading diagram

due to the force f. The forces 1, 2Y 3 ....... corresponding to

the length of axis dx, are the df ment io-nedabove ● Let us co?.%

nect said forces by means of a funicular polygon p, starting from

nod-e A relative to an arbitrary pole pi with a polar dist~.nce H=

The connecting polygpn will pass through a point B 1 which does not

coincide with B. Through Pi let us draw the parallel to B A a,nd

where it cuts the line of forces (point E) le’~us draw the parallel

tO ABI, that is, the line E p. On this line we shall find the

pole of the connecting polygon. Let US assume q to be the ord-inate

of polygon pl . In view of the fact that qH is constant, we could

know the value ?_Iland consequently the polar distance HI = ~, Which

solves”the problem, if we knew which is the point M for solving the

problem, that is, the POint of tangency of the unkiio~rnpolygon wi‘Gh

the meridian line. It is often possible to find-iimmed.iatelythe po-

sition of the point M from the configuration, by referriiig to poly-

gon p“t, but, should-this prove difficult, the position of the point

P is ascertained after one or two attempts.

After determining tineconnecting polygon, the forces dT could

be applied to it and a second.polygon could be determined and the op-

eration repeated. In this way, the solution of the problem could be->

found through successive approximations.
,.
Noting, however, that the

dT forces are ‘negligible with respect to the d-f, it is reaso-nable

to assume the.tthe polygon relative to pole p fuly solves the

problem
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In case tineloading diagram is reduced to a rectangle, linecur??e

P becomes a para,bolaand the tracing is easily accomplished.

It is better to nake use of this case far ‘[,h. e central part of

-Me hull.

We here call attentio-n, therefore, to the method of d.etemining

the extreme tangents of

the construction of the

foree p available for

the parabola. After tilese tangents are known,

parabola is easy. By hypothesis, the ~-ifti:lg

u-nit of length, distributed along the a,zc, is

proportio-nal to the horizontal projection of the arc itself (Fig= 6 ).

By referring the curve to the horizontal line pas sing through

the highest point and to the vertical (po sitive clownw.rd) passing

through the saiilepoint, we get:

2.x = 2 a~r (88)

The tensioilin any point

~=i~

The tensioilat the vertex

J-a2 + X2

Ro =pa

which gives the defiilitio-nof a. l?urthernore, we get

‘-x=amsine=xmCoSe= z

Q= RcOse=pa=cOnst. =Ro

P= Rsine=px

xa -l-x=b=

Xa’
2a=—

fa

(89)

(90)
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and the problem is fully solved.

As regards the axial te-nsion T, tending to defom the catenar-

ies, we note that, by calling p the ‘minimum.z.verage pressure in

flight, the teilsion,correspo-nding to the section with a radius of

y, is:

The i~crement of teizsionbetween the sections yr and.yr - d

instead,

nL yr2 - (YT -
T2=—

d)21 g
2nyr p= Z(2 Yr d.- d2)

The greater part of this tension is absorbed by the hull and

is,

1—
L1

part by the two catenaries. Consequently, the part which actually de-

forms the polygon p is:

~:(zyr d-d’)T=-— (91)

Before Ieav ~ilg this important problem, we would briefly mention

the errors made by substituting an arc of a circle for the arc of a

parabola described above. Maintaining tine S-mbols of Fig. 6> ~~le

equation of the parabola, referred to the preceding axes, will be

X2 = 32 y
fa

.>.., the equation, of the circle passing through A and- tangent at PO~-nt. ,,,
0 to the axis XX, will “De:
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BY Calling u

corresponding to a

the maximum

that is,

Memorandum NO. 2.S5

the difference between the

value of .x = xl, we get

value of

consequently, the

= %.

which

-c
A.a-

= x2a

-F
= la

..2.

( f~ Y, -Y:)

is given by

(fa -2y1)=o

maxii?lum

. . J.

‘max =
a,

4 Xaa

~~

ordinates y and yi

b- . . . .. ,. . .,, ,,

{92)

lllmm-mll --,,,.,,.. —!--- . . . .
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